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- Note that the leaderboard uses leaderboard cookies to remember your settings. You can control cookies via the options page of your browser. You can retrieve your current result by using the “Remember” option in the options page of your browser. - Note that if you are using the
benchmark on a device with multiple GPUs, your results will be split across all of your GPUs. - In the leaderboard, you see all results that were submitted by OpenVR Benchmark users. You can filter the results to show only results using the same headset that you are using (useful for
seeing how different GPUs perform in VR when using the same headset) and you can filter the results to show only results using the same GPU you are using (useful for seeing how much more performance one VR headset requires compared to another one). - You can also submit your
name to the leaderboard. By default, everyone running the benchmark submits the result as “Anonym”, and the result shows up as “Anonym” in the leaderboard. After you bought this DLC, you can set it to make your name publicly visible in the leaderboard to proudly show off your
result. - You can retrieve your current result by using the “Remember” option in the options page of your browser. The Competitive Load Game input and handling code This DLC unlocks the competitive load game feature In the game, you can compete against another OpenVR
Benchmark user. Before that, you must sign into the OpenVR Benchmark website, register for a free account, and create a profile. Once your account is created, you can login from the OpenVR Benchmark website. The OpenVR Benchmark website provides a simple interface for you to
enter the results of your game. After you register for an account, you can use the website to add information about the game (such as the background image) and add settings to configure the game. In the settings, you can configure the game to your liking, and you can specify the
type of comparison to be run. - Not the OpenVR Benchmark software - You must be signed into the website - See more info at This DLC unlocks the Competitive Load Game interface The Competitive Load Game offers a user interface for you to enter your game results and compare
them to the results submitted by other OpenVR Benchmark users. In the game, you can enter your own results, and you

DEDstress Features Key:
How to Play: A 90's arcade-style RPG with smashing, slashing action!
RPG elements and Monsters you have never seen before!
Cross between Zelda and Diablo
Slay scores of monsters as you battle the werewolf you were too weak to kill back at the Glowing Hut!
Easy, addictive gameplay for any Nintendo gamer
Acquire exotic weapons and find powerful armour!
Time is running out for The Dragon, it is up to you to save the world!

A Few Features were Ignored.... SORRY! 
Potion and Sword: The only weapons in the game! Did you expect treasures? Enemies: Cuddly Blobby, giant octopus, horned salamander or Shrek? Nope, unless you hit them really hard. Slay-A-Me: Killing is as easy as it gets! You just combine your sword with other weapons. Upgrade
system: Add weapons and armour and upgrade it. Set a name for it, make it your own! Stat tracking: You have four stats: Health, Magic, Attack and Defense. The Legendaries enhance all of these, and so is life!!! Nintendo Game boy connectivity: Free Nintendo Game Boy games for
multiplayer fun. Facebook: A way of sharing your game. Splatterscore: Yep, that's right! See how your kills look like in the game. Kill the monsters and save the world! 

Popular Features/Puzzle Systems :

The Game System

RPG-(like/role-playing)
Sword(/sword)
Potion(/potion)
Pets(/pet)
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